Junckers
Junckers solid oak flooring has been chosen for Bethlem Royal
Hospital’s Museum of the Mind, which has recently opened to the
public after extensive renovation works. The understated interior
scheme features Junckers Wide Board Oak flooring and white
surfaces to act as a backdrop to the museum’s permanent
collection of treatment methods and implements. Hardwearing
and easy to maintain, Junckers solid-wood floors are ideal for
public spaces, even in high-traffic areas. The 20.5mm-thick
planks can be sanded and re-finished several times, giving the
floor a virtually limitless lifespan.
www.junckers.co.uk
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Nina Cho Design
Nina Cho is an artist and designer living in Detroit. In continuation
of her research into planar materials, Nina Cho refined a single
broad bend in creating the shell for a chair. Cutting a pie shape
away from a circle and curving it to connect the edges creates
the three-dimensional chair shell. The wide seat invites users to
have freedom with their posture, and the long line of the outside
curve functions as an armrest. The form of the legs echoes the
chair shell’s perimeter.
www.ninacho.com

DuPont Corian
DuPont Corian has launched new colours based on
its proprietary manufacturing process, DeepColour
Technology. The two new greys – Deep Titanium
and Deep Cloud – offer enhanced options for
interior design. Deep Titanium is a dramatic dark
grey that echoes the rich lustre of its metal
namesake. Strong and solid, it brings a
contemporary dimension and an understated
elegance to any setting. Deep Cloud is a moody,
lighter grey that brings to mind a stormy night sky.
A versatile hue, it can be minimalist in application
or lend a classic elegance when combined with
other colours. The new colours are available from
June 2015.
www.corian.co.uk

Modus
Developed for Modus by PearsonLloyd, Edge is a
new table system that spans the divide between
independent table and full desking systems. With
complete flexibility of function, Edge has an
unburdened and refined aesthetic and fulfils the
mixed demands of both the modern workplace and
hospitality interiors. Manufactured from aluminium
with a choice of tabletops, Edge is available in a
range of colours with coordinating accessories to
suit any scheme.
www.modusfurniture.co.uk

